Abstract: Linguistic decision making (DM) is an important research topic in DM theory and methods since using linguistic terms for the assessment of the objective world is very fitting for human thinking and expressing habits. However, there is both uncertainty and hesitancy in linguistic arguments in human thinking and judgments of an evaluated object. Nonetheless, the hybrid information regarding both uncertain linguistic arguments and hesitant linguistic arguments cannot be expressed through the various existing linguistic concepts. To reasonably express it, this study presents a linguistic cubic hesitant variable (LCHV) based on the concepts of a linguistic cubic variable and a hesitant fuzzy set, its operational relations, and its linguistic score function for ranking LCHVs. Then, the objective extension method based on the least common multiple number/cardinality for LCHVs and the weighted aggregation operators of LCHVs are proposed to reasonably aggregate LCHV information because existing aggregation operators cannot aggregate LCHVs in which the number of their hesitant components may imply difference. Next, a multi-attribute decision-making (MADM) approach is proposed based on the weighted arithmetic averaging (WAA) and weighted geometric averaging (WGA) operators of LCHVs. Lastly, an illustrative example is provided to indicate the applicability of the proposed approaches.
Introduction
Decision making (DM) theory and methods is an important research field [1] [2] [3] [4] , while linguistic DM is a critical topic in DM theory and methods since using linguistic terms and arguments, such as "good" and "very good", for the assessment of the objective world is very fitting for human thinking and expressing habits. In particular, human linguistic expression has precedence over the numerical value expression regarding qualitative attributes in the DM process. Firstly, the concept of a linguistic variable (LV) was presented for its approximate reasoning application [5] . Then, a linguistic DM problem was solved using linguistic arguments [6, 7] . Next, various linguistic aggregation operators were introduced for (group) DM problems [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . In the interval/uncertain linguistic setting, various aggregation operators of interval/uncertain LVs were presented for uncertain linguistic DM problems [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . Under determinate and indeterminate linguistic situations, the linguistic cubic variable (LCV) that consists of its interval/uncertain LV and its certain LV was presented as the linguistic extension of a cubic set in [18] and the weighted aggregation operators of LCVs [19, 20] were proposed for DM problems with LCV information. On the one hand, a neutrosophic linguistic number (NLN), which is considered as a changeable interval linguistic number depending on its indeterminacy, and the weighted aggregation operators of NLNs were introduced for group DM problems with NLN information [21] , and then the linguistic neutrosophic uncertain number Especially when r = 1, LCHV is reduced to LCV introduced in [19] . method, which shows its objective advantage instead of the subjective extension methods depending on personal preference [31, 32] . Suppose 
Definition 2. Let ( , )
For the two LCHVs, z 1 = ( y u1 , y h1 ) and z 2 = ( y u2 , y h2 ), the number of LVs in y h1 and y h2 may imply difference. To realize the suitable operations of different LCHVs, we can extend the two HLVs y h1 and y h2 until both reach the same number of LVs on the basis of the LCMN extension method, which shows its objective advantage instead of the subjective extension methods depending on personal preference [31, 32] .
is a group of LCHVs and the LCMN of (r 1 , r 1 , . . . , r n ) for y hj (j = 1, 2, . . . , n) is c. Then, one can extend them to the same number of LVs based on the following extension forms: (i) z 1 = z 2 ⇔ y u1 = y u2 and y h1 = y h2 , i.e., y α 1 = y α 2 , y β 1 = y β 2 , and y λ 1k = y λ 2k for k = 1, 2, . . . , r; (ii) z 1 ⊆ z 2 ⇔ y u1 ⊆ y u2 and y h1 ⊆ y h2 , i.e., y α 1 ≤ y α 2 , y β 1 ≤ y β 2 , and y λ 1k ≤ y λ 2k for k = 1, 2, . . . , r.
For a convenient comparison in a linguistic setting, we present the linguistic score function of the LCHV and the ranking method of the LCHVs below. 
It is obvious that the above calculational results are still LCHVs. 
Weighted Aggregation Operators of LCHVs
The corresponding WAA operator of the LCHVs is expressed using
Based on Definitions 6 and 7, there exists the following theorem: (3) is still a LCHV, which is calculated using the following aggregation operation:
Then, Theorem 1 can be proved based on the mathematical induction below.
Proof.
(1) Set n = 2, based on the operational relation (3) in Definition 6, we can get
Through Equation (3) and the operational relation (1) in Definition 6, their weighted aggregation result is given as
(2) Set n = k, the aggregation result of LCHVs based on Equation (4) can be expressed as
(3) Set n = k + 1, based on Equations (7) and (8), the aggregation result of the LCHVs is given by
Hence, Equation (4) is valid for any n.
It is noted that we must make the number of linguistic values of each HLS in LCHNs equal based on the LCMN extension method before using Equation (4) in some cases so as to reach the suitable aggregation operation. The following example is given to illustrate the real operational process: To reach the suitable aggregation operation by using Equation (4) for the example, we need to extend the three HLSs {y 4 , y 6 }, {y 3 , y 5 , y 6 } and {y 3 , y 4 , y 5 } into the same components by using the LCMN extension method for them.
First, the LCMN of the three HFSs {y 4 , y 6 }, {y 3 , y 5 , y 6 } and {y 3 , y 4 , y 5 } is obtained as c = Through Equation (4), their operational result of the WAA operator is given by It is obvious that their aggregated result is still LCHN and all the linguistic values in the aggregated LCHN still belong to Y, and then the WAA operator of the LCHNs based on the LCMN extension method shows its objective extension operation without the subjective extension forms depending on decision makers' preferences, which demonstrate the advantage of its operational rationality. Theorem 2. Set z j (j = 1, 2, . . . , n) as a group of LCHVs. Then, the WAA operator of F LCHV (z 1 , z 2 , · · · , z n ) indicates the following properties:
. . , n) as the maximum LCHV and the minimum LCHV, respectively.
(1) Since z j = z (j = 1, 2, . . . , n), the WAA aggregation result of LCHVs can be calculated using
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Thus, these properties of the WAA operator of LCHVs are proved.
Especially when ω j = 1/n (j = 1, 2, . . . , n), the WAA operator is degenerated to the arithmetic averaging operator of LCHVs. It is obvious that the WAA operator of LCVs in [19] is a special case of the WAA operator of LCHVs when r = 1.
Weighted Geometric Averaging (WGA) Operator of LCHVs
The corresponding WGA operator of LCHVs is defined as
Then, the following theorem can be given based on Definitions 6 and 8.
then the aggregation result of Equation (11) is still a LCHV, which is computed using the following aggregation operation:
Especially when ω j = 1/n (j = 1, 2, . . . , n), the WGA operator of LCHVs is degenerated to the geometric averaging operator of LCHVs. It is obvious that the WGA operator of LCVs in [19] is also a special case of the WGA operator of LCHVs when r = 1.
Since the proof of Theorem 3 is similar to that of Theorem 1, it is omitted here. It is noted that we must make the number of linguistic values of each HLS in LCHNs equal based on the LCMN extension method before using Equation (12) in some cases so as to reach the suitable aggregation operation. The following example is given to illustrate the real operational process: Example 4. Let us consider Example 3 to compute the aggregation result of the WGA operator of the three LCHNs.
Corresponding to the extension results of the three LCHNs in Example 3, the aggregated result of the three extension LCHNs is given by Equation (12) as follows: It is obvious that their aggregated result is still LCHN and all the linguistic values in the aggregated LCHN still belong to Y, and the WGA operator of the LCHNs based on the LCMN extension method also shows its objective extension operation without the subjective extension form depending on the decision makers' preferences, which demonstrate the advantage of its operational rationality. 1, 2, . . . , n) , then there exists G LCHV (z 1 , z 2 , · · · , z n ) = z.
(ii) Boundedness: Set z + = max
. . , n) as the maximum LCHV and the minimum LCHV, respectively. Then
Since the proof of Theorem 4 is similar to that of Theorem 2, it is omitted here.
MADM Approach Using the WAA and WGA Operators of LCHVs
In this section, a MADM approach is proposed by using the WAA and WGA operators of the LCHVs in a LCHV setting.
For a MADM problem with LCHV information, suppose Z = {Z 1 , Z 2 , . . . , Z m } and R = {R 1 , R 2 , . . . , R n } are two sets of m alternatives and n attributes, respectively. When decision makers are requested to assess the alternative Z i (i = 1, 2, . . . , m) over the attribute R j (j = 1, 2, . . . , n), they may assign an interval linguistic value to y uij and a set of several possible linguistic values to y hij due to their hesitancy and indeterminacy from the predefined LTS Y = {y l |l ∈ [0, q]}, where q is an even number. Thus, the assessed hybrid information of y uij and y hij corresponding to each attribute R j on each alternative Z i can be represented as a LCHV z ij = ( y uij , y hij ) = ([y α ij , y β ij ], y λ ij(1) , y λ ij(2) , . . . , y λ ij(r ij ) ) (j = 1, 2, . . . , n; i = 1, 2, . . . , m). Hence, a LCHV decision matrix M = (z ij ) m×n can be constructed based on all the assessed LCHVs. Then, the weight of each attribute R j is ω j ∈ [0,1] and ∑ n j=1 ω j = 1. Thus, the WAA or WGA operators of the LCHVs and the linguistic score function of the LCHV are utilized to develop a MADM approach with LCHV information, which can be summarized as the following decision steps:
Step 1. The LCMNs of (r i1 , r i2 , . . . , r in ) (i = 1, 2, . . . , m) in M = (z ij ) m×n can be obtained as c i , where r ij is the number of LVs in y hij for z ij . Based on the number of occurrences of c i /r ij in a LCHV z ij (i = 1, 2, . . . , m; j = 1, 2, . . . , n), z ij is extended to the following form:
, y λ 2 ij (1) , . . . y , . . . , y
Thus, the extended decision matrix is constructed as Step 2. Based on Equations (4) or (12), the aggregation values of z i for Z i are calculated using the following formula:
or
Step 3. The linguistic score values of y L(z i ) for Z i are calculated using Equation (2).
Step 4. All the alternatives are ranked in a descending order of the linguistic score values and the best one is selected corresponding to the biggest linguistic score value.
Step 5. End.
Illustrative Example
An illustrative example is presented in this section to indicate the application of the proposed MADM approach in a LCHV setting.
A computer company wants to hire a software engineer. Though the human resources department preliminarily selects four potential candidates (alternatives)-Z 1 , Z 2 , Z 3 , and Z 4 -from all the applicants, they need to be further assessed based on the requirements (attributes) of innovation capability (R 1 ), work experience (R 2 ), and self-confidence (R 3 ). Then, five experts (decision makers) are invited to choose the most suitable candidate among them in the interview. Here, the importance of the three attributes is indicated by the weight vector ω = (0.45, 0.35, 0.2). Thus, the five experts will assess each potential candidate Z i (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) over the three attributes R j (j = 1, 2, 3) using the hybrid information of uncertain and hesitant linguistic terms so as to express the assessment values of LCHVs from the predefined LTS Y = {y 0 (extremely poor), y 1 (very poor), y 2 (poor), y 3 (slightly poor), y 4 (moderate), y 5 (goodish), y 6 (good), y 7 (very good), and y 8 (extremely good)} with q = 8.
For example, in the assessment process of R 1 for Z 1 , the interval linguistic value [y 4 , y 6 ] is assigned by two of the five experts corresponding to the two uncertain ranges [y 4 , y 5 ] and [y 4 , y 6 ], and then the HLS {y 4 , y 6 } is assigned by three of the five experts corresponding to the three linguistic evaluation values y 4 , y 4 , and y 6 , which can be expressed as the LCHN ([y 4 , y 6 ], {y 4 , y 6 }). Using a similar evaluation method, all the LCHNs assessed by the five experts can be constructed as the following LCHN decision matrix: For the application, the MADM approach relating to the WAA operator of LCHVs is used for the illustrative example and depicted using the following decision steps:
Step 1. The LCMNs of (r i1 , r i2 , . . . , r in ) (i = 1, 2, . . . , m) in M = (z ij ) m×n can be obtained as c i = 6 for i = 1, 2, 3, 4. After that, the decision matrix M can be extended into the extension decision matrix below: Step 2. Based on Equation (13), the aggregated LCHN z 1 for Z 1 can be obtained as follows: Using a similar calculation, we can obtain the aggregated LCHNs z i for Z i (i = 2, 3, 4): , ],{ , } y y y y       Thus, the MADM approach presented, based on the WAA or WGA operator of the LCHVs, can be utilized for the MADM problem with LCHN information.
For the application, the MADM approach relating to the WAA operator of LCHVs is used for the illustrative example and depicted using the following decision steps:
Step 1. The LCMNs of (ri1, ri2, …, rin) (i = 1, 2, …, m) in M = (zij)m×n can be obtained as ci = 6 for i = 1, 2, 3, 4. After that, the decision matrix M can be extended into the extension decision matrix below: 
Step 2. Based on Equation (13), the aggregated LCHN z1 for Z1 can be obtained as follows: Step 3. Through Equation (2), the linguistic score value of Step 4. The four candidates are ranked as Z4  Z3  Z1  Z2 based on the linguistic score values.
Thus, Z4 is the best one among them.
For another application, we can also use the presented MADM method based on the WGA operator of LCHVs for the example and indicate the following decision steps:
Step 1. The same as Step 1.
Step 2. Through Equation (14), the aggregated LCHN z1 for Z1 is yielded as follows:
Step 3. Through Equation (2), the linguistic score value of y L(z 1 ) is given below:
Through a similar calculation, we can obtain the linguistic score values of y L(z i ) (i = 2, 3, 4):
Step 4. The four candidates are ranked as Z 4 Z 3 Z 1 Z 2 based on the linguistic score values. Thus, Z 4 is the best one among them.
Step 2. Through Equation (14), the aggregated LCHN z 1 for Z 1 is yielded as follows: 
Using a similar calculation, we can obtain the aggregated LCHNs zi for Zi (i = 2, 3, 4): Step 3. Through Equation (2), the linguistic score value of Step 3. Through Equation (2) ([y3.7998, y5.8338], {y4.6099, y4.6099, y5.0968, y5.6249, y6.1059, y6.1059}) , z3 = ([y5.3295, y7], {y4.7818, y4.7818, y5.1857, y6, y6.1879, y6.1879}) , and z4 = ([y5.1906, y6.7875], {y5.1857, y5.1857, y5.6291, y6.5309, y7, y7}) .
Step 3. Through Equation (2) 
Using a similar calculation, we can obtain the linguistic score values of ( ) Step 4. The four candidates are ranked as Z4  Z3  Z1  Z2. Thus, Z4 is still the best one among them.
Clearly, the above two ranking orders based on the WAA and WGA operators of LCHVs and the best candidate are identical in this MADM problem. However, decision makers can use the WAA operator and/or the WGA operators for MADM problems with LCHVs according to their preferences or actual requirements.
Compared with existing MADM methods of LCVs [19, 20] , the decision information in this study is LCHVs, while the decision information used in References [19, 20] is LCVs. As mentioned above, since the LCHV consists of its interval/uncertain LV and its HLV, it is obvious that the LCHV contains more information than the LCV without HLV in References [19, 20] . However, existing LCV MADM methods in References [19, 20] cannot be used to carry out such a DM problem with LCHV information in this paper. Moreover, the proposed MADM approach can solve MADM problems with LCV or LCHV information since LCV is only a special case of a LCHV without the hesitant situation. Therefore, the MADM approach proposed in this study extends the existing one in Reference [19] .
Since there is no relative study in existing literature, this is the first time that a new concept of LCHV, the weighted aggregation operators of LCHVs based on the LCMN extension method, and the linguistic score function of LCHV have been proposed in order to solve MADM problems with LCHV information, indicating the main advantages of objectivity and suitability in an indeterminate and hesitant DM setting. However, various existing linguistic DM methods with uncertain or incomplete decision judgments in the realm of MADM cannot carry out the MADM problems with LCHV information because they cannot express and handle the hybrid information of both linguistic cubic arguments and hesitant fuzzy arguments (i.e., LCHV information), which exists in actual DM problems.
Conclusions
To express the hybrid form of both interval/uncertain linguistic information and hesitant linguistic information, this study originally proposed the LCHV concept, along with the internal LCHV and external LCHV concepts, and the operational relations of LCHVs. Then, the linguistic score function of the LCHV was presented to rank LCHVs. Furthermore, the WAA and WGA 
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Step 4. The four candidates are ranked as Z 4 Z 3 Z 1 Z 2 . Thus, Z 4 is still the best one among them.
To express the hybrid form of both interval/uncertain linguistic information and hesitant linguistic information, this study originally proposed the LCHV concept, along with the internal LCHV and external LCHV concepts, and the operational relations of LCHVs. Then, the linguistic score function of the LCHV was presented to rank LCHVs. Furthermore, the WAA and WGA operators of LCHVs based on the LCMN extension method were proposed to aggregate LCHV information, and then their properties were indicated. Next, a MADM approach was established based on the WAA and WGA operators of LCHVs to solve MADM problems with LCHV information. Finally, an illustrative example was presented for the application of the developed approach in the LCHN setting. The proposed MADM approach can solve MADM problems with interval/uncertain linguistic and hesitant linguistic arguments in the LCHV setting.
However, the main highlights of this study are summarized below:
(1) The LCHV concept extends the existing LCV concept to express the interval/uncertain linguistic and hesitant linguistic arguments simultaneously for the first time. (2) This paper proposed two weighted aggregation operators of LCHVs based on the LCMN extension method and the linguistic score function of LCHV for the first time.
